One Grand Prize:
- $500 cash prize for winning design
- Winner receives up to $5,000 for approved materials to produce the winning design
- Have work displayed at the 2016 Capital Pride Festival in partnership with Facebook

Contest Description:
- Artists are to create an exhibit for the Washington DC 2016 Pride Festival. The artwork can take any form (Installation, sculpture, mixed media, photography, live performance etc.) that represents pride, community, and love in Washington DC and beyond. Given the fun spirit of the DC Pride Parade & Festival we are looking for designs that are engaging or find ways to tie in the Facebook or Instagram platforms.

How to Enter:
- Create and submit your design ideas for the Pride Festival Exhibit by May 1 electronically to PrideCompetition@gmail.com
- Submission must be in electronic format (JPEG, PDF, Video, etc.) and must include:
  1. Physical description of exhibit design must explain the scale (be clearly marked)
  2. Description of the thought and meaning behind the exhibit and why it represents pride
  3. Description of materials to be used
  4. Budget proposal (not to exceed $5,000)
  5. [Optional] Photos or examples of past work are highly recommended

Design Requirements:
- Represent LGBT inclusivity, love, community, and pride!
- Incorporate Facebook Logo in design [Please see brand assets]
- Art display or installation must fit within 10’x10’ exhibit space
• Artist will be allowed up to $5,000 for production materials, which must also cover transporting artwork to and from Festival
• The winning artist must be able to build out their design and have the final exhibit completed by June 3, 2016.

Disclosures:
• The $500 prize will only be awarded to one (1) winning student upon completion of final exhibit by June 3.
• Artist represents and warrants that the submitted design and executed project is original to Artist, and will not infringe any copyright, trademark, or right of publicity/privacy.
• Facebook is not under obligation to use winning design. Facebook and GWU reserve the right to disqualify and name alternate winner if guidelines are not met.

Additional Information:
Who can enter this competition?
• Any GWU student (full or part-time) or alumni of the Corcoran School may enter.

Can I enter the contest with a fellow artist or group of artists?
• Yes! We will want to see previous work for both artists and prize money will be split among the winners.

Who gets to keep the artwork after the capital pride parade?
• The artist will maintain all IP rights but the artwork will be put on display in Facebook’s Washington DC office for several months. After Facebook has displayed the artwork, GWU may choose to display the piece for a short period of time on campus as well. The artist will be given the opportunity to keep the finish product, or donate it to another venue, after it has been on display for six months but will be required to handle moving costs and storage.

Where can I work on this project if it won’t fit in my dorm room?
• GWU’s Corcoran School will provide a space for creating the exhibit

What if I want to incorporate lighting and/or sound?
• Basic power can be arranged on site if needed

For additional information, please email PrideCompetition@gmail.com